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Aviation organization takes flight

OPINION

By Peter Clark
Daily Staff Writer

&many Honest
Oh. XFL. why did you leave
us’ p. 2

How Swede It Is
Budget cuts put California’s
public education at risk p. 2

Standing next to a grounded aircraft inside a
hangar on Reid-Hillview Airport in San Jose, Kaze
Morrissey gazed into the sky as he described the
way it feels to pilot an airplane.
"It’s pure freedom," said Morrissey., the vice
president of San Jose State University’s flight
club, the Flying 20’s. and a senior majoring in
aviation. "Going up flying is kind of like a Zen
thing. You don’t think about anything else, you’re
just concentrating on flying the airplane."
Christopher Russek is a second-year aviation student at SJSU and has been a junior flight
instructor with the Flying 20’s for four months.
Russek. who began flying at the age of 16 and flew
his first solo flight at 17. experiences flying in a
much different way than Morrissey.
"Its a rush," Russek said. "I guess it’s like my
extreme sport. I like the adrenaline."
Morrissey and Russek are two of many SJSU
students who share their passion for flying by majoring in aviation and joining the Flying 20’s.
SJSU’s aviation department offers an array
of courses focusing on a variety of aviation related topics ranging from Airport Management to
Aircraft Design.
But students do not have to six itch their majors
to aviation to get their feet oil the ground.
The Fling 20’s is open to all SJSU students,
alumni and faculty nembers.
"If you want to loin. oil has s’ to bring tiO bucks
see FLYING, page 4

Video (;ame Review
"The Sims 2 Cniversity
Expansion Pack- p. 3
"Celluloid Dreams"
Profile of KSJS radio show p.3
Movie Review
Adrten Brody and Keira
KnightIcy star in -The Jacket P. 3
Movie Review
Sam Elliott stars in "Off the
Mat- p. 3

Neal Writer., Daily Staff
Kaze Morrissey, a senior majoring in aviation, shows off the Flying 20’s four-seat Cessna. Morrissey explains the preflight procedure
performed every time a pilot takes a plane out to fly.

Euthanasia
bill put on
state’s agenda
By Jean Blomo
Daily Staff Writer

NEWS
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The California C1,111paYs111:111: ChOICC% Act, a new
iiman Patty Berg and
hill proposed hy
.A11:Mbl Mall 1.Iod Le% me. iv ()aid legalize physic tan -assisted suicide m Caldorma.
"We are giving dy mg Californians choices at the
end of life." Berg said in a news release.
Modeled :diet Oregon’s Death with Dignity Act,
the bill includes several restrictions.
lixo physic tans must agree that the patient has
less than MX 11101111IS to lute and that the patient is
..apable of making decisions about his or her care.
Also. both physician% must submit detailed reports
to the Department of Health Sery ices and the patient
must make list, oral requests and one written request
to the physicians.
"We know that in Oregon it’s not a By -by -night
decision." said Nancy If ikoyeda. the chair of the gerontology department.
Ilikoyeda said her social policies class will be discussing the bill, which will be heard in the Assembly
Judiciary Committee within the next seceral weeks.
"I will tell niy students it is a matter of personal
choice.- iiikoyeda said.
sot BILL, page 4

UPD recruits
new officers
despite cuts

By Jean Blomo
IVrtter

By Christine Glarrow
Daily Staff Writer
The rain cleared just in time for potential University Police
Department officers to test their physical agility on Feb. 19.
About every six months, campus police hold physical agility
trainings in hopes of obtaining new recruits.
Lately, it’s been difficult to hire officers because the pay isn’t
competitive with other police departments that are also hiring, said
Sgt. Robert Noriega.
The university can’t afford to give the department all the money
that it needs. Noriega said.
This makes it especially difficult to hire for a job that requires
people to risk their lives, said Capt. Marianne Alvarez.
Campus police receive 20 percent to 25 percent less pay than
other police departments of similar sizes. Noriega said.
"We’ve been without a raise for quite some time." Noriega
said.
The state gives the California State University system money
that they divide between the state universities. Each university then divides the funds between the departments. However.
the campus police’s health benefits have increased somewhat.
Noriega said.
"It’s kind of difficult to live in this area based on what the CSU
gives us as a monthly pay rate," Noriega said.

is ire lc, netistirk sould soon be
A cant
a reality.
to l !mei-say Computing and
Telecommunicaiii,n.
A budget for the protect has been set, and requests
for proposals iv ill he sent out to several S eadi as that
are interested m setiitic up the nem ork. said Richard
Porte!. net is, anal st tor Cni%ersity Computing and
lelcs ommunic .it
-We’ve received approv al from the chancellor’s
mike tot the trequests tor proposals1 and tie still
soon he ci,111.1, tine sendttrs riir pricing.- Porter said
the potential \ endors will have about 3o d,,s to propose a price tag on the campuswide network. Portet said
’The current is trekss nem ork pros ides Internet ac cess to about 41I to h0 ,lassrooins. Pt trier said. A campuswide network would include all classrooms and
most outside areas
Open :lice’, %%mild idioss further gtowth of the
\voeless laptop proiect. said Mary Fran Breding. who
heads the prole, I
The protect has participants in three colleges and
sot departments. Welling said
-To be a partly ipant in the program. las tilt must
see WIRELESS, page 4

see RECRUITS, page 4

Travel office moves
following hostility

ft oil is

By Marsea Nelson
I >ally Stall Writer

I

Baseball
team ties with BYU on
Saturday.
p. 6
Women’s Basketball
Seniors break

SJSU seeks
wireless
upgrades

p. 6

Sparta Guide p.2
Crossword p.
Classifieds p.
www:rumuttommuN.com

ilo l’tltf,ir
14 WI/
Juba Week.:
Stanford University economic and electrical engineering students Filmic Henry, left, and Elitni
Diamanti, speak with STA Travel branch manager Charles Brigolin about traveling to Nicaragua.
The STA Travel office, which was previously located at the San lose State University Event
Center, merged with the STA Travel store on 267 University Avenue in Palo Alto on July 1,2004.

Some students Imo not hiss’ reahted it,
but on lids I. 2154. the I’ll campus STA
hosed its iloois
I Noel
The stoic. Its met! Instils’ the Lvent
Center, was a tiacl agency for students and
malt that helped them make cheap domestic.
and international travel arrangements
STA Irak el has more than 100 othces
around the %wild and is the largest travel
pet plc.
company for students and ’tu
according to the STA Travel Web site.
The nearest location to San lost. State
I nit ersitx is now in doss ntown Palo Alto
,it 21,7
Axe
Juliana Pearl, who was a travel ad -

ti
Ito lox,m,u aid former
filmic It 111,111,4M the SJSI
said although the des ISIOn 10 WI renew the lease
was made by the corporate office in Los
Angeles. she WaS happy is ith the decision.
"It didn’t really. seem like the students
needed us.- Pearl said "We conducted a
campus survey People %chi, %calked by (the
ot tic daily didn’t knits% sic existed. Pearl said that %shell STA Frasel tried
to participate in campus events. it was met
with hostility by the university
"We %vete told v.e were outsiders any
time %ye wanted to participate in campus
events.- she said "They thought we were
there to sell them something. Like we were
a credit card company "
Pearl said STA t ravel gave away a
see TRAVEL, page 4
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HOW SWEDE IT IS

Empty promises fail to help out education
Once a symbol of hope and pride for most voters.
California’s public schools have recently plummeted
to the bottom tier of the U.S. educational system. This
is a worrisome trend unapproved of by the majority
of voters, who consistently have passed propositions
meant to protect levels of education funding and quality of public schools.
Despite this, California schools have received
nearly $10 billion less than expected in the past four
years. While Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger claims to
support public education during his campaign stops.
his record in the legislature shows differently.
The governor seems more intent on protecting the
interests of his rich constituents
keeping a cap on
taxes at all costs than funding public schools.
So while the California State University and
University of California systems try to balance another year of budget cuts against an increasing number
of prospective students, the governor plans to stay the
course and seek cuts in services and programs rather
than raising taxes for the wealthy.
The consequences are devastating for California’s
young people, many of whom have to attend underfunded schools lacking instructional material, quality
teachers and well -maintained facilities. Struggling

against such adverse learning conditions, these stu- target by 2.3 percent. thus allowing San Joke State
dents might not attain the preparatory skills necessary University to admit another 8.000 students.
Although a step in the right direction, the money
to succeed in college, resulting in a widening gap beis not enough to make up for the 22-percent jump in
tween rich and poor.
According to the Santa Clara County’s Office of number of applicants to the CSUs since last year.
Paradoxically, while more prospective
Education, California comes in 48th
students hope to go to a CSU. the students
in students per teacher ratio and 50th
who are currently in the system take longer
in both library books per student and
than before to graduate. This creates a had
advisers, librarians and computers per
cycle where fee increases force students to
student. Moreover, many after-school
work more, diverting their time and energy
programs and music and arts classes
away from college, and thereby, postponhave been slashed following budget reing their graduation dates. As a result,
ductions, the SCC’s Office of Education
more students fail to graduate within four
reports.
years. and thus, take up the seats of incomYet, as more and more high school
ing students.
graduates turn to college. California’s
ANNA IAOLIN
Yet, with student fees rising every sehigher education institutes find it inmester, more people are forced to put their
creasingly difficult to accommodate
eligible applicants. CSU enrollment has steadily de- education on hold, dropping out altogether or opting
creased since the 2002-03 academic year, and 15.000 for a part-time class schedule. Sure. the CSU system
eligible applicants did not enter into the CSU system is one of the least expensive in the nation, yet if the
during the 2004-05 academic year. To offset this California Congress passes the governor’s budget in
year’s lower enrollment number, the governor has June. undergraduate fees will have increased by 91
proposed adding $211.7 million to the CSU general percent since 2002.
Unfortunately, no bill has been approved to match
fund, money that would raise next year’s enrollment

WORLD OF THE NO

the student fee increases by expanding financial aid
programs, such as Cal Grants.
The higher education compact agreement has
bombarded CSU students with fee hike after fee hike,
allowing little breathing room for students to adjust.
Simultaneously, students have had to cope with overcrowded classrooms, fewer academic resources, difficulties in adding classes and cancelled sessions and
services. No wonder some students are losing their
faith in the system.
California should stick to its tradition of offering
affordable, quality education for all. The legislature
has the power to reverse the harmful effect of slashed
funding on public schools. By committing to students
and schools. Califinnia could redeem its reputation as
a state that supports education and refuses to cut funding from such vital areas. A I -percent tax increase
almost the
would generate $2.5 billion for the state
same amount of money as in the CSU’s general fund
($2.6 billion). Voters have agreed that public education is important, and now the legislature needs to do
the same.
Anna Molin is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"How Swede It Is" appears every Monday.

BRUTALLY HONEST

BRIAN PEREZ

Mainstream pro leagues devour
smaller, ’independent organizations
"Prestdent Smith alit ass gets like
tills arotinct MA nine of the month"

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is pr., ided free of charge to students. t aculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon three
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
Bent I Dail. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyfteinia.ajsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restil, lions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in sshich they are received.

TODAY

to 4 p.m. in front of the Spartan Bookstore.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.

Career Center
A meeting for technical work will take place from
12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. A meeting for business
work will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
Both events will be in the Umunhum room of the
Student Union. A Tower card or a Career Center
membership card is required. Attendees will get an
Early Bird Pass to 2005 SJSU job fairs.

College of Business Alumni Association
Tickets for the annual corporate student awards
banquet will be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
room 50 of the Business Tower building.
Career Center
"Resume 101" will take place from 11 a.m. to
12:15 p.m. in Building F.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For more
information. call Father Mike Carson at 938- 1610.
Counseling Services
An emotion management group meeting will
take place from 1 p.m. to 2:20 p.m. in counseling
sciA I. es of the Student Services Center.

TUESDAY
REED literary Magazine
A book and bake sale will take place from 9 a.m.

Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at 3 p.m. in room 135 of
Dudley Moorhead Hall. For more information. call
Paul at 247-8973.
Ice Skating Club
A meeting will take place at 8 p.m. at the Logitech
Ice rink at South 10th Sreet and East Alma
Avenue.
African American Commencement Committee
A meeting will take place at /4 p.m. in the Pacifica
mom of the Student Union. For more information.
call Tiffany Montgomery at (510) 336-0252.
Victory Campus Ministries
the Source" will take place at t4:30 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial. Learn about the amazing
destiny God has for your life. For more
information. call Marla at (510) 368-8239.

A fan’s choice can be pretty limited when it comes like inspirations for T-shirts at American Eagle. Don’t
worry Frontier League fans -- the name Los Angeles
to professional sports.
Players and owners are aware of this. That’s one Angels of Anaheim is not much better.
of the reasons why entire seasons get canceled and
What a rival league needs to do to compete with
players strike there’s no real competition to the pro MLB: Create an offense and defense for each squad.
leagues.
Could you imagine if the NFL had all of its players
With the arrival of the International Basketball play both
All right. so ciimparing football to baseball is kind
League in San Jose and the cancellation of the NIB.
season, let’s take a look at a few professional leagues of like say ing "Sav ed by the Bell" and "California
and their "competition."
Dreams" are the same show.
fielding and hitting
Basketball’s top dog: National Basketball
Just think about it though
Association
are Climpletel ditterem. In the American League. .1
Other professional leagues: American Basketball pitcher does not has c to ha. So v. hy not take this small
Association, Continental
Basketball
idea and take it eight steps further’.’
Association, International Basketball
Yes, this idea will bastardize the legaLeague
cy. cif baseball, hut hey. we’re trying to be
League to acknowledge, but really
radical right?
shouldn’t: What do you get when you
Odds that a baseball league still ever
combine "American Gladiators" and
adopt my proposed rules Somebody is
basketball? Why. SlamBall. of course!
funding Slamliall. right ’
As much as I would like to. I won’t
Foaml in the United States Mawr
take credit for creating this league.
League Soccer
I’m sure most of us have sat around
Odds that the nest person you talk
drinking while watching the NBA and
to doesn’t know the name of San Jose’s
KEN LOTICI1
thought to ourselves: "Wouldn’t it be
professional soccer team 3 to I.
cool if the players could dunk off a tramFootball Where the big boys play:
poline like the mascots do?"
National Football League
OK, so that was just me.
Other professional leagues Many leagues hace
Either way, someone had too much money and / or come and gone.
gullible partners, and made this drunken inspiration a
The hype of the X FL was anw mg while it lasted.
reality.
I’ll admit to owning a San ItaticISL11 Ikmons shirt.
What a rival league needs to do to compete with hut I never cc indoned the team playing at SBC Park,
v. Ilk h should have been used solely tor baseball.
NBA: I) Don’t let your players attack your tans.
2) Create a better point system. Make the big
There’s also the Arena Football League. Believe it
guys do more than post -up. If anyone more than 320 or not, this league has been around since 1957
pounds nails a shot beyond the arc, make it worth live
What a rival league needs to do to compete with
points. It’s kind of like the girl -touchdown rule.
the NFL: Get rid of the huddle.. The play clock needs
In junior high P.E. classes, this is the rule where a Ii, he cut in hall No more TV tailcoats. One foot in p.
touchdown by a female counts for two points instead a complete pass. Encourage creative end-zoite dance.
of one. Yes, it’s completely sexist. hut it’s what hap- I can go on and on.
pened. It created some interesting Risky Balboa -type
Where the hest battle for the puck in hockey
comebacks.
National Hockey League
What the NBA could do to make the league betHockey makes me sick. Thanks for canceling the
ter: Don’t even think about setting a minimum -age season, guys.
requirement.
Odds the 1111. makes it past one season: 54) to I.
On that note. go SaherCats. Spiders, Sharks, Stealth.
Baseball’s numero uno: Major League Baseball
Bailers. Earthquakes and of course. Spartans!
Other professional leagues: A Google search
led me to a few independent leagues. My favorite is
the Frontier League, which hosts such tennis as the Ken Lotich is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
"Brown% Honest" appears every Monday.
Chillicothe Paints and Kalamazoo Kings. Both sound
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Popular university radio program dreams of syndication
Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer
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Students shuffle into Hugh
Gillis Hall to prepare for classes,
hut right down the hall the buildtug houses the radio film show.
"Celluloid Dreams," which airs on
Monday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
"It’s hip. it’s funny and it never
assumes the listener is a moron."
said Stott Sublett, a film and
s, teem% riling professor who has
been listening to the show for
years.
"It is about film as an art hut not
It a pretentious, phony way."
During a recent 50-minute
plume interview with Tim Sika,
host and producer. and Larry
Jakithecz, producer, engineer and
sound designer, talked about their
enthusiasm for cinema.
"We have been movie fans all
our lives." Sika said. "We like
to ask open-ended questions and
always stay clear of personal
things"
Debuting May 6, 1996 as
"PonicAudiss Soup." on Stanford’s
KiSt 90 I FM. the radio show
55.15 a sk.I It pip culture program.
With the help (if Todd James.
Jakuhecz decided to expand the
scope hey, nd sv
and by the
third shots Si ka untied in the process. Jakubek z said.
Since the show’s initial take
oft it has since changed hands
5151, (HI 5 Fm
twin

Ashley Johnson
/)1,1/t/ Staff It
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a week so I don’t listen to KSJS,"
said Nhi Iran, a masters student
majoring in computer science.
Sika and Jakubecz said they
have their show down to a science.
planned almost to the minute. but
the goal is for the show to sound
spontaneous.
"You can tell (Sika) has an
enthusiastic passion for film that
spills out of him when he talks to
artists or other film lovers," said
Sean McCarthy. a local filmmaker
who has been listening to the show
for about eight years.
Celebrities such as Johnny
Depp, Jackie Chan, Kevin Smith,
Charlize Theron, Roger Ebert,
Robert Duvall, Michael Moore
and John Travolta have appeared
on the show.
"He is able to draw out any actor, director, or writer by making
them completely comfortable, by
having a great deal of background
information about their craft, movies. projects. etc.. so that the interview subject knows that Tim is
truly interested in them," said Katy
Grischy. marriage and family therapist and former SJSU student.
"He asks the kinds of questions that lead to deeper replies
and introspection and thus provide
the listener with a more complete
sense of who the actor is, rather
than just a character on the screen
or behind the camera."
But Sika and Jakubecz explained things have not always
been so easy.
"In the beginning, we would

contact publishers
and agents," he
said. "As the show
established itself.
Larry got contacted by SF publicity
firms when they
would make a personal appearance
tours to speak to
different outlets."
Jakubecz said
while they used to
air the show lise,
the process itself
has adapted as
the radio station
equipment is not
always able to accommodate what
they need.
"The amount of
work that goes into
Jennifer Sei(Jui 1)(111ii .5q(111
the shim we want
to have something Larry Jakubecz, right, producer and engineer of "Celluloid Dreams," airs his film review
to show for it." show every Monday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. on 90.5 KSJS broadcasted from Hugh Gillis
14a11.0eniel Severin, left, an English graduate student, works in the studio during airtime.
Sika said.
"Larry figured
dio." Sika said
Sika and Jakuhecz are looking
out how to do it on
said
"Celluloid at syndication for their show to
Martinez
a computer and we have total conDreams" recieses close to 25 to 50 reach bigger markets, hut they still
trol of it now."
has e yet to do. ide what path they
Another factor at play in their calls per show,
"I think ’Celluloid Dreams’ is a want to take.
60-minute show are the time rereal asset to SJSU." said Richard
straints.
"We feel it is a privilege to be
Jakubecz said they conduct the von Busack. Metro weekly film able to talk to icelebritiesi." Sika
intervicts s live, in -person and gen- critic and regular listener.
said.
"I am an enthusiastic listener
erally in San Francisco. but they
-We aren’t special because a
can fit the interview into a segment to college radio, hut no one in the
professional or college radio sta- lot (if people get to talk to them
if it is prerecorded.
"The way Larry orchestrates it. tion in the Bay Area does half the hut what does single us out is our
if you don’t know any difference job of interviewing and re% ewing enthusiasm. quality inter% sews and
passion tor the sub
you figure it is all (done) in the stu- that ’Celluloid Dreams’ doe,

Sims schools garners about life
By

lk
’s

KSJS.
Nick Martinez, the station’s
general manager, said because
KSJS is a student -run radio station.
Sika and Jakubecz have to do everything a normal student would.
He added KSJS itself has one of
the most powerful college studentrun radio stations, transmitting at
I,5(X) watts.
"I believe students listen to
KSJS. just some time what we play
is not their cup of tea." Martinez
said.
"KSJS is like any other radio
station, and it appeals to certain
peoples taste."
Julia Jansen. a junior majoring
in liberal studies, said she doesn’t
listen to KSJS because she just
doesn’t listen to the radio that
much.
The broadcast signal covers
seven San Francisco Bay Area
counties including Alameda. San
Francisco, Mann. Sonoma. Contra
Costa, San Mateo. and Santa
Clara, hut because it is a college
radio station it doesn’t reach home
listeners. Martinez said.
"I listen to the show usually in
my car and often take long routes
to my various destinations so that
I can hear the entire show.- said
Jack Nyblom. co-owner of Camera
Cinemas.
As part of the SJSU campus and
KSJS station, Chetan Chaudhari, a
junior majoring in radio broadcasting said he has not heard of the
program.
"I am only on campus two days

’Suits 2 I’intensity " is the long.ssailed epansis in pa, k to --the
111115 2." whuli will Iv released
1.H.11 I. and it takes the Sims mut
a [icy\ dimension
"I no etsity- thin, ends any collei2ee sps’rueuics’ aIlt1 allows players
ci besond traditional college life
.ind doe, cc into t ompleic and utter
pandemonium.
loea parties proliferate III the
ii bubble blowers that
Ii escm e
Iiiok like hookahs. bonfires rage
1101se of gabehind Ole et lei v
1-.1;21: bitt Is auth huiuuty M plants
that look like giant Venus Is traps
eat the obits lints.
"It’s no only a game, it’s also
really e 1.!penence for the
player." said Tim Letourneau, senior producer for Maxis Studio at
Electronn. Art s. eretitise headquar
fel s tor the Sims.
"I ’no etsity" builds on "The
sini. 2" %%all a isinv life stage. The
game al." adds new territory in the
form of a ,ollege [(mil for players
Iii create and modify.
tor each neighborhisvd. there are

three umyersines that the SIMS as
young adults can attend.
There are five life stages in "The
Sims 2" compared with three in the
original Sims.
They begin life as infants and
grow to toddlers followed by children, teens, adults and elders.
In "University." Sims go from
teen to young adult and have the
option of going to college where
they tan buckle down and study or
lise in tip.
Sims start out in dorms containing any yv here from six to 20 rooms.
I he unique thing about living in
the dorms is none of the other Sims
is controllable.
That leases open a window for
anything to happen. including pillow fights, water-halloon tights and
streaking.
Not only can Sims run naked
through the fraternity and sorority parties. hut also across campus
amid a crowd of onlookers.
The game offers more than I(X)
new objects and seyeral new interact isms.
Sims can purchase MP3 players, hand-held video games and cell
phones from vending machines.
Sims who don’t like their appearances can alter them with the
plastic surgery tool.
When Sims attend college, they
can choose from II majors. thus
opening for new career tracks.
However, college. as we all
km sw. is not all about partying and

having a good time. That is why
Sims who go completely astray can
flunk out of college or just prolong
the college experience.
Nevertheless, there arc options
for raising grades and passing
classes, such as fraternizing with
professors. influencing others to do
their schoolwork and joining secret
societies.
The options to creating and
controlling life in "University" are
endless.
Independence from dorms is possible it the Sims get jobs. However,
prior to going to college, they can
earn scholarship dollars. If they
earn enough, they can move directly into a place of their own.
"University." like any typical
college campus, has plenty of places to explore. Sims can go to the
library, the gym. the student center
and place soap into the fountain.
which then overflows with bubbles.
When all is said and done, the
parties have ended, the bonfires
have burned out, it’s time for the
Sims to graduate. They congregate
with their peers and receive their
degrees.
What is next for the Sims is up to
them or to the player. They can go
back to their normal liy es and start
families or pursue careers in hopes
of fame and fortune. Or. like some
students, they can do it all over
again.
The fun in "University" never
ends and neither do the parties.

Movie puts viewer in ’The Jacket’
By Benjamin Favela
Daily Staff Photographer
Maybury’s
John
"The
Jacket," starring Adrien Brody
and Keira Knightley. is a good

REVIEW
example of what happens when
talented direction is paired with
a poorly structured script.
Not poorly structured in the
sense that it isn’t written well,
but in the sense that it uses the
concept of time travel in ways
that get confusing. It allows the
audience to ask questions regarding its logic that are never
answered.
It starts out with fast-paced
imagery.
Sharp.
staccato
editing
showing images from the first
Gulf War. Television news footage of Norman Schwarzkopf
and President George H. W.
Bush press conferences appear intermittently, between
images of smart bombs landing
on buildings and soldiers yelling. Then, swiftly, the editing
subtly begins to include images
that aren’t old news footage.
but ones that lead into the plot
of the movie.
It’s 1991. and Jack Starks
(Brody) is a soldier in the

United States Marine Corps
serving in Iraq who suffers a
near-fatal gunshot wound to the
head, leaving him with bouts of
amnesia.
A year later, he meets a
woman (Kelly Lynch) who is
egregiously drunk and traveling with her young daughter.
He gives his dog tags to the
girl, and walks off, only to get
picked up by a stranger (Brad
Renfro).
The rest of that eventful tale
is told in flashback.
Starks has been accused of
murdering a cop. but is found
not guilty by reason of insanity. He gets sent to a mental
hospital, only to be put under
the care of the suspicious Dr.
Becker (Kris Knstofferson).
As it turns out. Dr. Becker
uses an unorthodox form
of treatment
patients are
strapped into a full -body
straight jacket and rolled
into drawers in the basement
morgue and spend hours in
dark isolation.
While in the jacket. Starks
gets transported to the future. where he meets Jackie
(Knightley) who does her best
Winona Ryder imitation as an
attractive young waitress with
whom Starks shares an odd
connection.
When he finds his dog tags

Film fest movie ’Off the Map’ misses the point
By Sergey Loginov
Daily Staff Writer
Campbell Scott’s film "Off the
Map" has been selected by %minus
internam’ mid testi% al.. including

III VII 11/
Cannes and Sundance. ’this may
serve as extra proof that MA everything picked by prestigious festivals is a must -see picture.
"Off the Map- is a serious film
tot the thinking audience who can
sit through two hours of repot I is s’ use of the %%unit "depression"
and its dens mutes Si, Serious that
at limes the mu sun ouchthinking
audit:nye won’t help laughing at
moments designed for the opposite
reaction.
The story is presented in retrospec ii se through the off -screen
narratise of the main character. an
II sear old "ask leeses" of a girl
X’alentma de
named It (

Angelis). She and her family lead
a penniless. exotic way of life in
the wilds, or off the map. in New
Mexico.
They live in an oh -so-natural
mustier by sustaining themselves
mostly with what grows in their
egetahle garden. vv Inch the mother (Joan Allen) prefers to tend in
the nude.
The only person who doesn’t
do anything is the father (Sam
t. It’s not that he’s laty, he’s
just depressed.
Ile speaks very little, drinks a
lot of water and soh-sob-sobs.
lie’s the cornerstone of the
story. Ls eryhody wants to help
him. hut he’s so lirmly set in his
self-contempt and depression that
look fake and irritating at the same
tunic.
The family lives on a tiny income coming (tom the father’s
veteran payment and some stuff
from the garden the mother manit’ sell they ’lawn’, filed

taxes for several years.
When they get a v sit from an
IRS inspector (Jim True - ist 1. the
latter gets stunned by the beauty of
the New Mexico wilderness and
Mrs. Groden and gets stung by a
bee.
All the three factors contribute
to the big changes in the inspector’s
life. He spends several days lying
sick in fever. limiting recovered, he
decides to stay with the Orialens.
gulls his job and becomes a painter
till the end of his days.
German tourists will find him
one day lying dead on a highway with a crayon in his hand.
The film may not he as ridiculous as it sounds, hut its most
awkward moments are the MOSI
memorable.
There are lots of beautiful
shots in the mos le, especially of
the New Mexico landscape.
The artworks of Stan Fleming
used as paintings of the IRS
are also remarkable

Chinese Cuisine

But as a story. "Off the Map"
stillunlikely produce a hug impression. Just like a% erage po
etry. it’s full of banalities about
self-discovery and the healing
force of nature. There is nothing new in "Off the Map" about
these things.
Watching this film can make
you feel uncertain whether to try
to feel with the characters or lust
stifle a confused laughter during
the "dramatic" scenes.
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in a jewelry box in her bedroom, he starts to search for the
reasons why he’s in this time.
and to find out his fate at the
mental hospital.
Starks can only go into the
future when he’s in the jacket.
which makes some question
whether the events going on in
the future are happening or that
it’s all some strange fantasy
cooked up while in isolation.
Although the storyline may
be confusing. Brody ’s and
Knightley’s strong
performances somewhat make up for
poor content.
Kristofferson’s portrayal of
Dr. Becker shows that his character isn’t really a %ilIum, rather, just a misguided psychiatrist
who means well.
The same praise can be
given
to
cinematographer
Peter Deming. who is responsible for the dark moodiness of
"Mulholland Dr." and "From
Hell."
In the end, "The Jacket"
is simply a mishmash of
great ideas from movies like
"12 Monkeys." "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" and
"Memento." The movie fails to
meet expectations of huge revelations and gorgeous imagery
turns out it’s just a typical
story that’s all exhibition and
no explanation.
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Black History Month draws attention Jump around ...
to African American culture
By Peter Clark
Daily Staff Writer

As a freshman in 2002, public
relations major Abel Abstegeorgis
eagerly anticipated participating in
the activities he thought he would
be going on during Black History
Month. However, he felt that because of low publicity, budget cuts
and the firing of many advisers,
there were few events commemorating Black History Month at San
Jose State University.
"I don’t think that there was a
lack of interest back then, there just
weren’t many events to attend,"
said Abstegeorgis, who is now a
junior and president of the Iota Phi
Theta fraternity. "I was very disappointed in Black History Month
during my first year of college.
This year was different though.
This year was amazing. I’ve never
seen Black History Month so organized. There was such a variety
of events and so much information
being put out."
Natasha Lovelace, Black Student
Union president and a junior majoring in psychology, organized many
of the events held during this years
Black History Month.
"I think that Black History
Month and African Awareness
Month were very successful this
year." Lovelace said. "A lot of
times, you can’t even realize that
it is going on. But this year. thanks

to the cooperation between different organizations, there was a lot
of publicity and a lot of events."
This February, students had the
option of participating in poetry
nights. talent shows and fashion
shows, but the month was not only
about entertainment. More informative events were offered as well.
"Don’t Be a Statistic 2005." put
on by the Iota Phi Theta fraternity,
was a forum-based conversation
about issues affecting the black
community, such as safe sex.
Some of the statistics presented
at the forum were staggering,
Abstegeorgis said.
"One quarter of African
Americans at SJSU have or have
had an STD. SJSU has a pretty
small African American community, so we all kind of know each
other, you know?" he said.
The pitfalls of freshman year
were also addressed at the forum.
"Fifty-nine percent of incoming SJSU freshman don’t return
the following year." Abstegeorgis
said. "These are things people
should know. In my opinion, there
is nothing more (real) than truth,
and statistics provide this."
"Don’t Be a Statistic 2005" was
one of the more important and
popular events held during Black
History Month, said Temesgin
Atzvaha, a junior majoring in
graphic design.
The event, which about 40
people attended, really opened

up Atzvaha’s eyes to some of
the things affecting the African
American community at SJSU,
Atzvaha said.
Despite the perceived improvement in SJSU’s Black History
Month, not every event was met
with success.
The Monday night movie nights
had a pretty bad turnout because
most students were off campus.
Lovelace said. "But the few who
showed up enjoyed them."
Other events, such as Black
History Day lacked a large student
presence.
"I think it’s hard to get people
to show up sometimes because
SJSU is a commuter school."
Atzvaha said. "Students are also
busy with work, organizations and
classes."
Ruth Wilson. an African
American studies professor, cited
the recent firings of pivotal staff
members as a reason for some
lack of participation in this year’s
Black History Month.
"The fact that students were
able to organize and sponsor
some activities was pretty amazing given the general lack of resources that have been allocated
for African American cultural
events." Wilson said.
This March. Abstegeorgis and
Iota Phi Theta will be organizing an event to thank the Black
Student Union for their work this
February.

Jennifer Seigal / Daily Styli
Roderick Bersamina, a senior majoring in public relations, does jumping jacks during an exercise drill
with his fellow Air Force ROTC members.

FLYING - Club is open to all majors
continued from page 1
and show proof of classes or employment," Morrissey said. "After
that, we can take you from being
a newbie to getting your commercial pilots license."
Jennie Montoya, an SJSU
alumna, works as a dispatcher at
Tradewinds flight school located
at the Reid-Hillview Airport.

RECRUITS - UPD loses officers due to lack offunds
continued from page 1
"We just recently lost three officers to other agencies, mainly
due to pay differences." said administrative services Sgt. Jenny
Pak.
One officer would have endured a pay. cut of $4.(88) a
month, had he decided to work
for the campus police.
Some officers commute long
hours to work for UPD because
the cost of living is lower in other
areas.
Noriega said some state universities, such as those located in
rural areas, don’t have such problems with pay because the cost of
living is lower. However, the cost
of living is going up there too.
Noriega said.
The University of California
system’s police departments
use a region-based pay system.
Alvarez said. This means campus police departments for UCs
located in an area where the cost
of living is high, offer higher
pay.
A CSU, on the other hand.

such as San Jose State University.
is located in the more expensive
county, but pays its officers little.
Alvarez said.
Commonly, SJSU’s police
department is used as a stepping
stone for officers, Noriega said.
Here, they get training and some
experience and then move on to
other departments, he said.
Campus police only offer four
specialized units, including patrol. administration, parking and
investigations.
departments
offer
Other
more opportunity and more pay,
Noriega said.
This leads to a high officer
turnover rate, currently leaving
campus police short staffed by
five officers. Alvarez said.
The lack of budget for paying
officers is not a new problem, but
the gap between pay for campus
police and other police departments has widened. Alvarez
said.
The physical agility test includes four main components,
each to simulate certain physical
activities an officer would en-

Berg said assisted suicide is
generally kept secret.
"There’s no use pretending that
dying people don’t receive help to
end their lives." Berg said. "We
want to bring it out of the dark.
and encourage patients to talk
about their concerns,"
Opponents of allowing physicians to prescribe life -ending
medication include most religious
groups and the American Medical
Association.
According to the AMA Web
site, "Allowing physicians to participate in assisted suicide is fundamentally incompatible with the
physician’s role as a healer, would
be impossible to control, and
would pose serious societal risks."
The Hippocratic Oath, taken
by many physicians upon graduation. states. "I will neither give
a deadly drug to anybody if asked
for it, nor will I make a suggestion
to this effect."

Some students agree that assisted suicide is improper.
"I
think
(the
California
Compassit mate Choices Act) is
wrong because I don’t think anyone should have the power to end
another person’s life legally." said
Jason Larson. a senior majoring
in aviation. "There’s something
morally wrong about it, and there
has to be something wrong with
the person assisting the patient."
Rita Manning, a professor
of philosophy, said she taught a
medical ethics class last semester.
Manning said the hill presents
important issues.
"We will all face end -of-life
decisions," Manning said.
Family plays a major part of
the decision. Hikoyeda said.
"Many times (terminal patients) feel they are a burden to
(their) families." she said. "Even
if they are kept alive, you have to
consider the quality of life they
have."
Domenic Rosel h. a junior

majoring in advertising, said he
believes Californians should have
the right to end their es.
"If you come to a point in your
life that’s so low and you’ve tried
to overcome it and nothing else
works, you should he able to do
it," Roselli said.
According to Berg’s news
lease, the current alternative to
drugs allowed by the California
Compassionate Choices Act is
"terminal sedation."
"A patient is given sedatives
and pain medication while food
and water are withheld... A patient might remain unconscious
for weeks while their body succumbs to disease and lack of nutrition," according to Berg’s news
release.
The Act would be "completely
voluntary for medical professionals and health care providers," the
news release stated. "Ni, physician would ever be required to
write a prescription for life -ending medwili11111 Wider tills at
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get confidence. sell -disLipline and
learn responsibility. They don’t
have to want to do it for a living."
Bush said.
Bush explained that fly mg was
her favorite thing to do.
"I can’t explain ss hat it is about
it. hut it’s exhilarating." Hush
said. "You can’t compare it to
any thing. hut a perfect day so mid
consist of tly mg."

TRAVEL - Office may be filled by credit union

counter when on duty, Noriega
said.
There’s a 99-yard obstacle
course, a 5(8)-yard run, two fence
Jumps, including a solid fence
and a chain link fence, and a body
drag, where one must drag a 165pound dummy a distance of 32
feet.
Each activity is timed and
candidates are given points depending on their speed. One must
achieve a minimum of 384 points
to pass. Noriega said.
Pak said people usually have
the most trouble with the solid
fence because it requires a lot of
upper body strength.
To be invited to participate in
the physical agility test, Pak said,
a candidate has to pass the written test. If he or she passes the
physical agility portion, they are
then invited to an interview with
campus police.
While the physical agility training was successful, with
around 20 candidates passing, it is
much less than the 100 that come
out of recruiting at other police
departments. Alvarez said.

continued from page 1
$2.000 scholarship every year hut
apparently, she said, it was not
enough.
However, Cathy Busalacchi,
the executive director of the
Student Union said the STA
Travel office did participate in
campus events.
"During Welcome Week, they
shared tables with us, and we encouraged them to put their tables
in front of the event center,"
Busalacchi said.
Pearl said students and staff
who used the STA Travel office
on campus now come to the Palo
Alto office. SJSU students who
use STA Trawl mainly hook do-

mestic trips though Pearl said
there are a few summer Europe
trips and study abroad trips that
SJSU students hook as well.
J.D. Stager, who graduated
with a bachelor’s in English in
December 2003, said he tried to use
STA Travel to make travel arrangement% once but was not impressed.
"They weren’t as inexpensive
as I thought they’d be." Stager
said. "You can get better deals on
the Internet."
The store in the Event Center
was originally a pro-shop area that
sold athletic merchandise, hut it did
not do very well. Busalacchi said.
It then became a University State
Employees Credit Union followed
by Council Travel. STA Travel in-

herited the shire when the ciimpany
took user Council Trawl.
By March or April. Busala.hi
said, the space could :tem!’
be rented by Unicersity state
Employees Credit Union. hut this
time it w ill pros ide student set vices. Bus:Misch’ said the credit
union would hold ss orkshops
for students on sat inv., s resin
cards and loans. She Said She
belle C1 there will he a greawi
need for the credit union when
the Campus Village opens. The
question. Busalacchi said. is.
"What can we do for students to
help them out?"
The STA Travel corporate of
lice could not he reached figs, im
ment

WIRELESS - Network tvill be owned by outside vendor
continued from page I
commit to using wireless technology in the classroom," she said.
Some classes require that students have a laptop. and many departments UM asking all students
to purchase laptops. regardless of
what classes they take.
More students can apply for
financial aid because the cost
of education is raised by about
$2,0n8) for students required to
own a laptop. Breiling said.
Associated Students surveys
have twice concluded a campuswide wireless network is a top
priority to students. said Alfonso
De Alba. A.S. executive director.
Katie Nelson, a junior majoring in liberal studies, said she
would like to he able to use the
network anywhere on campus.
"It’s convenient that you
don’t have to go to a coffee
shop (that has wireless) or he at
home." Nelson said
The "vast majority" of the
funding for the proposed network will come from AS..
Porter said.
However, De Alba said the

BILL - Act draws mixed reactions from students
continued from page 1

Montoya said not everybody who
begins lessons wants to be a pilot.
Some people just want to do it
for fun, and some want the satisfaction of learning to fly an airplane, she said.
Michelle Bush, a junior majoring in aviation who also works
as a dispatcher for Tradewinds.
echoes Montoy a’s point.
"Students who learn to fly will

amount A.S. w ill contribute depends on the pit posed total cost
of the project. Also, A.S. student fees will not be raised and
instead, the money will come
from a technology fee reserve
fund. lk Alba said.
Steve Russler, a graduate student in sociology, said he wasn’t
sure he would benefit from the
network.
"I don’t do a lot of work here
at school," Russler said. "Usually’
I go to class, then go home. where
I already have the Internet."
Russler said most of his classmates who commute to school
do research and homework at
home as well.
Although the network will
he on SJSU’s campus, it will he
owned and operated by an outside
private company. Porter said.
"The SJSU network will he
accessible through the private
network." he said. "In many
ways. SJSU’s network will he
more secure than it is now."
of
piracy
Responsibility
violations will then he removed
from SJSU to the vendor. Porter
said.

"We can also send the hulk of the
Internet suiting traffic to the semi
vim ir’s network, lightening the load
on our network," Porter said.
The ease of access to the Internet
in engineering classes has already
caused distraction from his studies,
said Ban Nguyen. a 1111111 if ii apt Iriiig
in management infomiation sy stems.
"Sometimes I base It, shut my laptop to force myself to study more. Nguyen said.
Russler and Nelson agreed wireless
access to the Internet and using laphips
in class is the way education is piing.
"In a few years, all lecture notes
and PowerPoint presentations will
be viewed by students on their laptops." Nelson said.
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2:34 p.m. THEFT
Location: Music building
Summary: A report was taken
for petty theft of a bicycle.
2:40 p.m. TRESPASSING
Location:
Student Services
Center
Summary: A report was taken
regarding trespassing.
2:53 p.m. HIT AND RUN
Location: South Garage
Summary: A report was taken
for a noninjury hit and run automobile accident.
TUESDAI’
I a.m. STOLEN VEHICLE
Location: South Garage
Summary: A report was taken
bra vehicle stolen from the South
Garage.
11:16 a.m. PETTY THEFT
wm I ’,Rums
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library south gate
Summary
Duffy,
William
Albert INS’ DOB 11-22-4X vy as
arrested on suspicion of petty theft
with priors and Sallda Is

W S

[soot
iush

2:36 p.m. HIT AND RUN
[AK allow North Garage
Suninia%. A report was taken
tor a nomnittry hit and run automobile is., ident.
7: Is p in
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Lov anon Sweeney Hall
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allegedly possessing man,
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X.27 p.m:111E11
Loc-ation Dr Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint 1..ilmar
Summar).
Sinner.
Stephen

LX)13 01-07-56 was cited and released on suspicion of theft from
the King Library.
10:19 p.m. ANY DRUNKENNESS VIOLATION
Location: Duncan Hall
Summary:
Whittington.
Michael DOB 12-07-52 %%as arrested on suspicion of being drunk
in public.

Location: Child Development
Center
Summary: A report was taken
for graffiti vandalism.
THURSDAY
14:07 a.m. ASSAULT
Location: Market Cafe
Summary: Williams, James
DOB 09-17-53 was arrested on suspit ion of assaulting another patron.

11:43
p.m.
MINOR
IN
POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL
Location: Royce Hall
Summary: Meneses. Robert
DOB 11-07-X5 and Peterson.
Drew DOD 10-07-85 were cited
and released for allegedly possessing alcohol.

SPARTAN DAILY

Location: 1 Ith and William
streets
Summary
Batmen, Alonso
DOB 11-03-57 was cited and released on suspicion of a suspended
license.

CIRCUMSTANCE
Location: Studies American
Lang Lab
Summary: A report was taken
for suspicious circumstances at
3144 S. Second Street.

Location: Fourth and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Sandoval. Cynthia
DOB 08-02-82 was arrested on
suspicion of an outstanding misdemeanor warrant.

12:58 a.m. POSSESSION OF
MARIJUANA
Location: Royce Hall
Summary Tyburski, Kyle DOB
11-04-X6 was cited and released
for allegedly possessing marijuana

9:25 a.m. VANDALISM
Location: Studies American
Lang Lab
Summary: A report was taken
for vandalism done to 3144 S.
Second Street.

2:31 a.m. DRIVING UNDER
THE INFLUENCE
Location: Third and San
Fernando streets
Summary’: Damberger. Travis
DOB 03-26440 was arrested for
allegedly driving while under the
influence.

9:57 a.m. THEFT
Location: Event Center
Summary: A report was taken
for a wallet stolen from the Sports
Club at the Event Center.

34.4
/ CRIME
BLOTTER

11:46 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: A report was taken
for a DVD stolen from the Kitu!
Library.

3:55 p.m. THEFT
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library south gate
Summary McNew, Daisy DOB
05-14-76 was cited and released
for alleged theft.
5:35 p.m. ANY MEDICAL
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library north gate
Summary:A report was taken for
a medical aid at the King Library.

WEDNESDAY
12:36
a.m.
TAMPERING
WITH EIRE EQUIPMENT
Li ’cat
Joe West Ball
Summary : A report was taken
for tampering vs ith a fire alarm at
Joe West Hall.
12:49 p.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary
Elhelweh.
HtlaI
DOB 01-29-SI sell-surrendered
on an alleged tiutstanding warrant
and was given a new court date.
sq
ARkiisT

p.m.

RESISTING

Dr. Martin Luther
King It Joint Libra).
Summitry Slott. Karen INS)
113 os 1,14.2 55 as , ited and released tot allegedly resisting arrest.
4 17 p iii VANDALISS1

1:06 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location: Student Union
Summary: A report was taken
for a lost cellphone / PDA, bag.
songbook. Bible and other items.
3
p.m.
OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRANT
Location: Seventh and San
Salvador streets
Summary: Pitzer. Larry DOB
12-1X-52 was cited and released
on suspicion of an outstanding
V. arrant.
FRIDAY
12:27
a.m.
SUSPENDED/
REVOKED LICENSE

Motamedi. Shayon DOB 10-03/45 was cited and released for allegedly possessing marijuana and
fireworks.
2:19 a.m. ANY MEDICAL
Location: Joe West Hall
Summary: A report was taken for medical aid at Joe West
Hall.
3:09
a.m.
MINOR
IN
POSSES ION OF ALCOHOL
Location:
Ninth and San
Fernando streets
Summary : Rimircz. Victor DOB
03-19-144 was cited and released
for allegedly possessing alcohol.
7:44
a.m.
SUSPICIOUS

en hull

:net
atly
res.

lap -

less

lies
ap.

11:33 p.m. PARAPHERNALIA
POSSESSION
Location: Alley way hem een
Seventh. Eighth. Rd and Marg
streets
Summary. McCoy% an. James
DOB 07-214-511 cited and released
for allegedly possessing drug paraphernalia.
SATURDAY
2:214 a.m. OUTSTANDING
MISDEMEANOR WARRAN1

CI,ASSIFIEDS
the ’,PAH IAN DAILY

SWIM TEACHERS-rear
round program indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required ANIIPMANE shifts
available Email resume to
edavos1cavac us

EMPLOYMENT

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls

LOS ALTOS GRILL
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS CA

private events 8 country clubs

FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

FOR SALE
FUTON 4 SALE. Black frame
Includes mattress Great condi.
lion Pickup near campus $50
Call 925-872-3329

SHARED HOUSING

SUNDAY
1:15 a.m. ANY DRUNKENNESS VIOLATION
Location: Corporation Yard
Summary: Subject Perez. Rafael
R. 1)1)5 113-11-77 %%as arrested for
allegedly being mhos ’sated in public to the point where he was unable to care for himself.
SUSPENDED/
1:30
a.m.
REVOKED LICENSE
Location: South Garage
Summary : Delgado. Gat Mu
1)05 07-16-78 was cited and released for allegedly driv ing with
a suspended license. Vehicle
1[11113 timed hr.
and M
Towing.

408-924-3277

408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
MIMES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
onciudes ^ovnetir, $69 00year

Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library, Shopping
& HY101/280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

Save 30.,, 60. F, oho call
1-800-655-3225 or
mem, studentdental com or
WW W goldenwestdertic

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace a 831-252-1108 or
EvagraceAaol corn or visit
WWW gracenotesediting corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

SAISYSITTER WANTED-Must
drive & help with homework 3
days/wk from 2 30pm-7 00pr,
Los Gatos 408-355-4671

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

"

3-Line Minimum r

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.
I 01000:10000000000000000000000:100

ACROSS

1 ‘feline jackets
6 OK in any outlet
IS ~Wel or
Capshaw
¶40,,well
15 Scarlett s home
16 Dols in la met’
I 7 Journal
IN Anything but
19 May honorees
PO Hire a caddie
21 Breakfast hurt
73 Authorize
75 Owned aPartow9fa
26 Shad s eggs
27 Tolkien hobbe
29 ’Ulysses’ author
32 Ostrich feather
33 Spoil
36 00 01’ its, lam
37 Fallback strategy
(2 Yids
36 Calculator key
39 Green parrot
40 Wardens fear
41 Thaws
4? Dispatches
43 Roadie gear
44 Open wide
47 Swept up
51 Easy reading?
( 2 vole i
54 Annoy
55 Important
S6 Cry of dismay
12 writ;
57 .1011 instruments
58 Finished
59 WildIde shrew.
60 Soup base
hi COI Tell, pad
Track receipts
i;:3 Hikers sheaw,

DOWN
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Pt1111-11/16
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Sell hot tickets
Of necesstly
Crafty
Rose petal oil
Songwriter
Sammy
II Mild exploitive
9 Underground

passageway

10 on go-worn
11 Audibly
t 7 Musician s
sPrwd
i Winding curves
71 Fair glade
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trays
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29 byre Stone filrn
10 Bullfight yell
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32 Go slow
31 A Innuson. I
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.EM F N
H lila
U
NTiir

34 Crumb seeker
35 Thing in law
17 Indoor game
lhyph
IA Pull apart
40 Giasernaker
- Unique
41 Curie htle
42 Endorser
43 CTRL nerghbor
44 Coast along
4e Slugger
Hank
46 Tine
47 Twenty fins
I hyan
48 Carter
predwwssis
49 Go to the polls
50 Office fixtures
52 Ms Perlman
53 Prof
’mu%NI( orde
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Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the

02/28/05

14:27 p.m. VANDALISM
Location: Lot One
Summary A report was taken
for a vandalism to lot one gate.

Greentree Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin

ANNOUNCEMENTS

reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses tor
informalnie
additional
Classified readers should he
making
when
reminded that
these further contacts they I
Should require complete intor
matron before sending money
for goods or services In atkil
rein readers should carefully
investigate all firms catering
employment listings re coil
pony lot Ills, ount vacation..
Or merchand i se

4:24 p.m. LOST PROPERTY
Location:
San Jose State
University
Summary: A report was taken
for host property.

MOVE IN SPECIAL!

RENTALHOUSING

$8.00/NOUR
Register FREE
for robs near
Campus or Home
student -sitters corn

12:09 p.tn. BURGLARY
Location: Delta Zeta Sorority
Summary: A report was taken
for an attempted burglary at the
Delta Zeta Sorority house.

FAX:

Now Accepting applications for
SERVERS.BARTENDERS.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
FRONT DOOR
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
NEED ROOMMATE. Apt is 2
APPLY
IN PERSON 233 3rd
Infant, Toddler & Preschool
Street4San Antonio
CASHIER/CUSTOMER SERVICE blocks from campus $500/mo
Teachers & Aides Substitute
email m olmoAcomcast net
2
00pm-4
00pm
Monday-Friday
Financial
Services
Retailer
positions, some with flexible
Of by appt 650 948 3.524
needs outgoing. friendly indiEDUCATION/RECREATION schedules, are also availvidual with experience in sales FEM. ROOMMATE NEEDED
CHILDCARE
able ECE units are required
$447/mo Includes Will 1 block
Advancement opportunity
for teacher positions but
OFFICE/WAREHOUSE ASST. Flexible hours Bilingual a plus from SJSU Prefer 18-24 yr old
CAMP COUNSELORS needed not req for Aide positions
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
Call 707-334-6297
for weekend residential camp- Excellent opportunity for Child Small office good phone skills Fax res to 736-0054 Or email
The Palo Alto CA branch of
Reservations Light Computer archer4cashplus cc or come
riga,sr
program to, children
Development majors Call
the California Cryobank is
Flex Hrs 408-292-7876
It &you
in
person
for
application
189
ty
244Cathy for an intennew
seeking
men of all ethnicities
are interested in a challenging 19685160, tar res 02487433
W El Camino Real. Sunnyvale
for our sperm donor programs
DELIVERY DRIVERS
(next to Rooster T Feathers!
8 rewarding experience call
2101. IS/ -S MIN WALK TO Sall. 11 you are currently attending
Party
Rental
Business
Tamishii 408-243-7861
or 1712 -H Meridian San Jose 571 S 7th Roomy. clean well college or hold a BA degree
Perfect for Students,
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
(next to Burger kingi
maintained Water garbage
you can earn up to S900’mo
Earn $250 Every Weekend,
RECREATION JOBS Al THE Activities Lessons Learning for girl
free cable & carport No smk
receive a free comprehensive
Must have reliable truck or
participants Work with other COM
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
or pets $900 -no 408 268 0439 health screening & help infertile
van Heavy lilting is required
mighty orgs Set up 8 deliver PrO
REC DEPT. Positions Open
For more information
couples
408-292-7876
Now For Leaders Afterschool grams at assigned kicatinns 5-10
CLUB/GREEK/ORG
or to apply online please visit
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
Elem Sch Age Child Care
FOOD
SERVICE/ESPRESSO
FUNDRAISER
$600
GROUP
TIRED
OF
SHARING
www
cryobankdonors
corn
experience
or aqui,/ wisome
Recreation/Enrichment
BAR/HOST-PT positions avail SCHEDULING BONUS
A BATHROOM??
Understand gel/gender issues
Programs Pa M -F 2-6 15pm
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
in busy family style restaurant 4 hours of your group’s
Come
see
our
huge
First
Aid/CPR
Cert
(have
Pay Range $7 83-$11 32/hour
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408-241 8444
in S’vale All shifts avail Flex time PLUS our tree (yes
2 bedroom 2 lull bath
or 800.650 4900 Free/Confidential
starting depending on eke No or can obtain) Basic math
Hts $10 50/hr to start Call
free) fundraising solutions
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate 408-733-9331
ECE units req Call Kathy
in
Ask
tor
Wendy
EQUALS
51000-52000
Walking
distance
to
SJSU
company vehicles Bilingual is
LOOKING FOR...
408,354-8700%245
earnings for your group Call
Newly remodeled
a plus Avail Immediately Send
A JOB?
SPRING STUDENT WORK! TODAY for 4400 bonus
Laundry facilities
cover letter & res to HR, Girl
-A ROOMMATE?
SPANISH TEACHER-Small
when
you
schedule
your
$1450 to START
Parking
Scouts of Santa Clara Co
Private School in Santa Clara
-A
FUTON?
non -sales fundraiser with
Certified Training Provided
Security Gale
A ROOMMATE WITH A JOB
12 30-3 00 Mon Fri All levels 1310 S Bascom Ave Sari Jose
CampusFundraiser Contact
Suits All Majors
Easy Access to Bay
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
&
A
FUTON?
K-12 $20/hr 13 hrs/day) Fax
CampusFundraiser at, (888)
Great Resume Exp
Area freeways
Email hr4girlscoutsofscc orq
resume to 408 247-0996
923-3238 or visit
Flex Around Schedule
Substantially larger than
ADVERTISE,
No phone calls. please Am Of
WV* campusfundraiser corn
IMMEDIATE Openings
othersl $1195 001/mo
SPARTAN DAILY
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th
Call 408-436-9336
408-947 0803
DBH ROOM 209
school seeks responsible end,
FunStudentWork corn
wduals for extended daycare
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children preferred
IiN
auot
Call 244-1968 X16
vi Agency rates rail 408.924.377’

EMPLOYMENT

the

6 p.m. FAIL TO OBEY PEACE
OFFICER ORDER
Location: Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library
Summary: Williams, James
DOB (9-17-53 was arrested for alleged violation of Penal Code 626.

PHN:

makes no claim tor products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
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Check a classification

Ad rates: 3 -line minimum
Address

ZIP
City E. State
Phone
2 -days
Send heck or money order to Sorry. no credit t arils) to
SO. rinser titie. Ow!. 25% off
Spartan belly Classifieds, San Jose State University
3 -days
San lose, California 55152-0140
Additional words may be set la
4 -days
bold type at per 44 charge of Caseated desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 209
word
per
$T
-days
5
Deadline. 10:00 am. two weekdays before puffin ation
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled checks
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 250/s Off Mt* rI4 apples
atIsm= dwri 16.1. for nth.: =10,21
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Lir, =us:HyAds
parsen
Questions? CALL 404.024.3277
10am to 3prn ETUDE1#70 REQUIRED

1 -day

I

L"’

frequency DIOCOMIIII

Lost

and found

:Announcements
DCampus Clubs
DGreek Messages
I:Events
[’Volunteers
:For Sale
DEledronrcs
:Wanted
DEmployment

’jRerital housing
:Shared housing
:Real Estate
OServir es
:Health/ Beauty

OSportsiThrilK
Insurance
DEntertainment
("travel
0Tutoring
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Led by seniors, women’s basketball
team ends four-game losing streak
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Staff Writer

Storybook endings happen few times in life.
However. Saturday night, five seniors on the San
Jose State University women’s basketball team got
the ending some had been waiting four years to get.

SPARTANS 79,
GOLDEN HURRICANE 70

Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
San Jose State University shortstop Anthony Contreras throws the ball to first base during the Spartans’ 3-3
tie with Brigham Young University on Saturday.

Spartans end series with tie
By Amber Sheldon
Daily Senior Stuff Writer

For just the second time in two
of the Spartans’ seasons, a game
ended in a tie.
The San Jose State University
baseball team and Brigham Young
University split their three game
series 1-1-1 after Saturday’s second match concluded in a 3-3
draw after nine complete innings
at Municipal Stadium.
Spartan head coach Sam Piraro
and BYU head coach Vance Law
reached a mutual agreement to
discontinue play as the Cougars
had flight obligations.
Coach Piraro said he was disappointed his team couldn’t take two
out of three.
"When you play at home, you
expect to win the series - I don’t
care who you play." Piraro said.
"If the Yankees came in here, we
feel we should beat the Yankees
too, because that’s the way we feel
about the home field."
In the third game, SJSU starting pitcher Corey Cabral made his
long-awaited return to the hill and
said he earned a nondecision for
his efforts.
"My record doesn’t matter that
much," Cabral said. "We’re now
4-5-1 instead of 5-5-0 and it’s a
game we should have won."
The Spartans got on the scoreboard first in the fourth inning,
when Nate Corrick ripped the ball
into right field, allowing Brandon
Fromm to beat the throw home for
the tally.
SJSU would score twice more
in the fourth inning to take a 3-0
lead.
Cabral didn’t allow a hit until

halfway through the fifth inning,
but the Cougars quickly fueled the
offensive fire with a two-run home
run and a triple - forcing Cabral to
retire and Matt Winck to step in.
Cabral said that after the fourth
inning, it started to get rough.
"I’m at 85 percent. velocity
wise, and I wasn’t really able to
throw my pitches today," Cabral
said. "Two of my pitches hurt my
arm, so I tossed about two pitches
mainly, my fast ball and change
up."
Spartan relief ace Brad Kilby
took over for Winck to try and
maintain their one-run lead.
However, the Cougars earned the
equalizer in the eighth to end the
scoring for the day.
On Friday. the two teams
played back-to-back games, with
the Spartans winning the afternoon match 5-4 in extra innings.
but dropping the nightcap, 13-5.
Pitcher Brandon Hennessey
was seeking his third win of the
season, but the Cougars would
quickly pounce on the freshman
right-hander, earning seven runs
on live hits before pitcher Wes
Porter took the mound in relief.
Spartan
pitchers
Shane
Brechmann, Steve Jones and Mike
Malott would take a turn on the
hill. but none were able to quell
the Cougars’ hot bats as the opposition out hit the home team 14
to live.
SJSU center fielder Travis
Becktel currently leads the team
with 17 hits, hut went 0-for-3
Friday night.
Becktel said the team wasn’t
able to get the big hits when needed as they had in the Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo series at the start of
the season.

-There have been a few clutch
situations that we haven’t capitalized on: Becktel said. "But you
just can’t teach anything like that
- clutch ability."
Piraro said he was he would
like to see more offensive productivity.
"We’re leaving a lot of people
on base and you can’t do that with
the schedule we play," Piraro said.
-We play too tough a schedule."
Earlier that day, the two teams
proved more evenly matched as
SJSU pitcher Branden Dewing
registered four scoreless innings
before BY!.] took a two-run lead
in the top of the fifth.
However, the Spartans answered right back with two runs of
their own to close out the frame.
In the sixth inning, the Cougars
regained the lead with Brandon
Taylor earning a solo home run.
hut once again the Spartans rounded the bases, pulling ahead 4-3.
With two outs and two strikes
against the Cougars in their last
at -hat,
BY Vs Sean McNaughton registered the game-tying tally with
SJSU going three for three to
force extra innings.
In the bottom of the tenth,
pinch -hitter
Justin
SantichHughes came up clutch, earning
a single on a BYL1 error, which
resulted in the game -winning RBI
for the Spartans.
Dewing said he thought the
team played well against a good
offensive team.
"The bullpen came in clutch,"
Dewing said. "In the first and third
game of the series. I thought we
did well."
The Spartans’ next game 2 p.m.
Tuesday at St. Mary’s in Moraga.

Down seven points at the half, the Spartans
worked to score 52 points in the second half, as
they snapped a four-game losing streak. beating
University of Tulsa 79-70.
Seniors Lamisha Augustine, Erica McGlaston.
Jessica Kellogg, Nica Gemo and Kimberly Noble led
the way, showing the younger generation Spartans
what teamwork was all about.
"The game was fun again." said Kellogg. "We
haven’t had fun like that in a long time."
The win gives the Spartans a first -round bye in
the Western Athletic Conference Tournament, which
takes place March 8 to 12 in Reno. The win also
ties them in third place in the WAC with Southern
Methodist University.
In one of its best games of the season, the team
shot 57.7 percent from the field, had five members
finish in double digits, Amber Jackson with a double double and as a team. shot 62.5 percent from the free
throw line.
"If this was not the hest game, it was one of the
best games we’ve had all season. It was full effort
from everybody." said Janice Richard, head coach.
"I felt like (the seniors) laid the ground work and
opened the door for us to recruit some great athletes.
They made this team a great thing. It’s going to be
hard to say goodbye."
Despite some shooting struggles during the lirst
five minutes of the first half, the team followed
McGlaston’s lead, as she started following in true
form, stealing the ball, assisting her teammates, getting rebounds and scoring nine of her 15 total game

points by the end of the half.
Her leadership brought the team confidence.
and with that confidence, the women brought their
game.
Augustine and Kellogg brought life and excitement to the Spartans during the second half, as
Kellogg hit four of her seven 3 -point shots, while
Augustine added 19 points to the board.
Then it was the younger players’ turn to show
what they had to offer, as Lindsay Harris and Amber
Jackson showed their fans the future of women’s basketball at SJSU and showed Richard she had a team
that could stick together and win basketball games.
no matter which players she had on the court.
"It’s flawless when everyone is doing what they’re
supposed to do: Augustine said. "When you play at
the level of intensity that we did tonight you’re going to have fun. When we have fun we do what we’re
supposed to do.
"That was the hest second half we’ve played all
season and we played it for ourselves. We ended out
losing streak together." she said.
Jackson was able to post a double -double, as she
scored 10 points and grabbed 10 rebounds. while
Harris topped it off with another 15 points.
"Harris was major tonight: Richard said. "It’s
been a while since the bench did something that big
for us."
The ladies will take this win into their last two
regular season games, as they head on the road
against Fresno State and Nevada.
"I hope we can remember what this feels like, to
he happy,- said Kellogg. "We need to continue playing together again and carry it into the next couple
of games."
The win comes after a rough four-game losing
streak, with the most recent loss Thursday night
against Rice Unisersity. where they fell 77-64. The
Spartans went flat alter a tough lirst half of shooting.
as they made eight of 38 shots from the field.
Rice quickly jumped on the Spartans at the beginning of the second half, leading by 17. The Spartans
tried to cut down the lead and got within live after
two free throws by Augustine, making the score
57-52 with 7:43 remaining in the game, hut it was the
last time the score m.as close.
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SJSU Event Center
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Tulsa showers men’s basketball team, 80-48
The University of Tulsa beat
San Jose State University 80-48

VAPP4’
on Sunday.
Chandler scored 18 points for
the Spartans, hut sat out much
of the first half with three fouls.
Bloom added 13 points.
SJSU shot 30.4 percent from
the field.
Rice University defeated San
Jose State University 56-50 on
Friday night.
Guard Eric Bloom was the
high scorer for the Spartans with
14 points, and forward Marquin
Chandler, though held to 12
points through constant doubleteaming, posted a double -double
with 10 rebounds.
The Spartans’ record now
stands at 6-20, 3-13 in the
Western Athletic Conference.
Women’s swimming
Spartan Alan Lelia broke
a school record in the 200yard backstroke with a time of

2:03.60 at the WAC Tournament
in San Antonio on Saturday.
SJSU finished sixth in the tournament out of seven schools.
Spartan Jillene Gott,/ worn
the consolation championship in
the 200-butterfly, clocking in at
2:05.92.
Southern Methodist University
won the tournament.

for second at the John Burns
Intercollegiate in Hawaii.
Madison finished with a
13 -under par 203.
As a team. the Spartans finished
tied for 131h with the Uniiersity
of Hawar

SJSU Students/Alumni with current
SJSU Tower Card and Early Bird Pass
enter at noon

_

2 RE(; FOOT 1.0Nf is !lig

170

& ONL FRI.!. (IN

Men’s golf

Early Bird Pass Holders
Enter at Noon

SU nwnv-

SJSU Students/Alumni with current SJSU
Tower Card enter at 3:30 p.m.

Early Bird Pas%
for SJSU students/alumni who
attend a Job & Internship Search
Workshop (March 1 - 7)
Job Seekeis
Dress professionally and bring targeted
copies of your resume.
Career Explorers
Bring yourself w/lots of good questions.

EXPO ends 10 5:00 p.m.

Spartan Justin Madison tied

Thanks to the EXPO sponsors:

20% OFF
All Hair Services!
1st Time Clients Only!
(Valid until March 1st)
119 Paseo de San Antonio
San Jose CA 95112
lehveen 3rd & 4th Street
Across from SJSU

Includes:
Haircuts, Haircolor,
Updos, Straightners,
Perms, Color Correction,
Waxing &Facials

Walk -Ins
Welcome!
ve
MayKifr
air’
Studio

(408)998.0433

7 -Eleven, Inc.
Albertson’
Applied Materials
Burr, Pilger & Mayer
Cintas Corp.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Workshop Schedule S

Enterprise Rent A Car
Halliburton Energy Ser.
Hertz Corp.
Hitachi Global Storage Te ch.
IBM
JCPenney
Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab.
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